PLEASE NOTE

• Most GPS devices will not get you to the park.

• Public consumption or display of any alcoholic beverage is prohibited.

• The park gate closes at 10 p.m. Call ahead if arriving after that time.

• A maximum of eight people permitted per campsite. Quiet time is from 10 p.m. – 6 a.m.

• An excess parking fee is required at campsites with more than two vehicles.

• DISCHARGE OF GRAY WATER AND BLACK WATER IS PROHIBITED. NO DUMP STATION IS PROVIDED.

• Campsite must be kept clean; all trash must be picked up before leaving.

• Park trails are hike and bike trails except where designated on map. Bike racks are provided at these trailheads. Please watch for pedestrians on trails.

• Stop the spread of invasive species. CLEAN, DRAIN and DRY your boat.

Gorman Falls is a unique geologic formation that supports a sensitive ecosystem. The mineral rich spring water deposits layers upon layers of delicate calcite, slowly building up the travertine formations you see here. New growth is fragile and is an important component of this unique environment providing a base for the lush aquatic vegetation and associated habitat seen here. Please do not enter the pools or climb on the falls.

Permit required before accessing park from boat.

Caution:

• All caves are closed except to tours.

• Park entrance subject to flooding. It is advisable to leave the park if heavy rain is expected.

Texas State Parks is a division of the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department.